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Introduction. Let {x(t); /SiOJ be a time homogeneous Markov process.

A positive random variable T defined on the same underlying probability

space as Jx(/)j is called a Markov time for the process if the collection of

functions {x(t+T); /SiOj also forms a Markov process with the same transi-

tion function as the original process and if, when x(7") is fixed, the new process

is independent of the original one considered only up to time T. Thus a time

homogeneous Markov process could be defined as a process for which T is

a Markov time whenever T is identically a constant. This paper is chiefly

concerned with finding hypotheses on {x(Z)} and on T which will insure that

T be a Markov time. Certain related matters including the behavior of sample

functions are also discussed. Whatever loose statements are made in this

introduction will be made precise at the appropriate places in the body of the

paper.

In probabilistic approaches to potential theory (Doob [l], Hunt [l; 2])

and in other researches which employ the familiar "first passage time rela-

tionship" the random variables T which arise are the "first passage times" or

more general "stopping times" which will be defined below; so the question

of whether these are Markov times is of especial interest. Hunt [l ] has shown

that if {x(t)} is a process in w-space with stationary independent increments

then any stopping time is a Markov time for the process provided {x(t)} has

right continuous sample functions (such processes can generally be normalized

to have this right continuity property according to a theorem of Doob [2]).

Hunt states his result in the following form: {x(t+T) — x(T); /SiOj is a

Markov process with the same transition function as the original process

and is completely independent of the original process considered only up to

time T. He also points out that this result is valid for processes taking values

in more general spaces. We shall see that for a somewhat more general class of

processes any stopping time is a Markov time, although the theorem for these

processes can not be expressed in the same form as Hunt's result. Among

these processes are the time homogeneous processes of Ito in which a drift

and a spread, varying in space but not in time, are imposed upon the Brown-

ian motion.
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Preliminaries. We suppose that we are given a metric space X and a

probability space A, of points co, with Borel field (B of subsets of A and proba-

bility measure P on (B. (R(X) denotes the topological Borel field of X. We as-

sume that (B and all sub.ields of (B referred to hereafter have been completed

with respect to the measure P. A stochastic process is a collection \x(t, co);

t^O} of functions from A into X which are measurable relative to the fields

(&(X) and (B (that is, a collection of random variables). Usually for fixed

t we denote the corresponding random variable by x(t); however we oc-

casionally denote it by x(t, co) thereby confusing the random variable with

its value at the point co. In each case it is clear what is meant.

If {^(O; t^O} is a family of Borel subfields of 03 such that SF(5) is con-

tained in $(t) whenever 5 is less than t, then a Markov process relative to

{ J(/)} is a stochastic process such that

(a) for each t, x(t) is 5(t) measurable,

(b) for each s <t and A in ®(X), P \x(t)EA | S(s)} =P{x(t) EA \ x(s)} (3).

Of course here, as elsewhere, by equality between random variables defined

only up to sets of measure 0, I mean equality for almost all co. Obviously any

such process is a Markov process in the usual sense. Conversely let {x(0{

be a process and for each t let 9(0 be the smallest Borel field such that #(5) is

Q(t) measurable for each 5 not exceeding t. Then \x(t)} is a Markov process

under the usual definition if and only if it is a Markov process relative to

{g(/)|. The notation for a Markov process relative to {5(t)} will be {x(t),

S(t)}. If the process is to be considered as a Markov process in the usual sense

we shall denote it by \x(t), g(/)} or simply by \x(t)}.

Throughout this paper {x(t), 3(t); t^O} will be a time homogeneous

Markov process with a transition function; that is we assume the existence of

a real-valued function P(t, x, A) defined for t non-negative, x in X, A in <S,(X)

with the following properties:

(A) for fixed t and x, P(t, x, ■) is a probability measure on ($>(X),

(B) for fixed / and A, P(t, ■, A) is Borel measurable in x,

(C) P(t, x, A) satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and for every

5 less than t, and A, the random variable P(t — s, x(s), A) is one version of

P\x(t)EA \x(s)}. At times we shall also assume that P(t, x, A) has the

property

(D) fxcp(y)P(t, x, dy) is continuous in x whenever 0 is a bounded con-

tinuous function on X. When this assumption is being made we shall explic-

itly say so. Note that we use the letter P indiscriminately; at each-usage its

meaning should be clear.

A positive random variable (possibly taking on the value + °°) is called

a stopping time for the process if for each real a, {T<a} is in 5(a). This is

equivalent to the apparently stronger condition that { T<a} is in if (a —) and

is also equivalent to the condition that {T^a} is in ^(a-f-) where J(a —) is

(3) This specialization of the usual definition of a Markov process was suggested to me by

Professor J. L. Doob.
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the smallest Borel field containing fj(6) for every b<a and S(a + ) is the inter-

section of the Borel fields 3(b) with b>a. T may be infinite with positive

probability, but we shall always assume that P{ T< oo ] >0. In the sequel

we shall also encounter random variables for which { T^a} is in 3(a). They

are formally at least a little less general than stopping times. As an example

of a stopping time and even of this less general random time suppose {x(t),

3(t)} has continuous paths, A is a compact subset of X and T(u)

= inf {t\x(t, w)£^t} or T(u)= °o if for every t, x(t, co)EA. Then {Tiia}

= Hm Ur {x(r)EAm} where Am is the set of points at a distance less than

1/m from A and r ranges over the rationals less than a, and so {T^a} is in

g(a) and hence in 3(a).

Let T be a stopping time or more generally any positive random variable,

let fi' = {T< co } and suppose P{fi'} >0. We construct a new Borel field (&'

and probability measure P', over fi', by taking (&' to consist of those elements

of 03 which are subsets of fi' and  for these sets  defining

P'{A} = p{a}/p{v}.

We may then consider {x'(t, co) = x(t + T(u), co); t Si o} as a collection

of functions from fi' into X. (We have no way of knowing, at this point,

whether {x'(t)} is a stochastic process, that is, whether x'(t) is 63' measurable

for each t.) Suppose V is a set with a Borel field 63(V) and g is a random vari-

able from fi to V, that is g~1(D) is in 63 for every D in 63(F). We say that g

depends on the original process only up to time T if for every D in (S>(V) and

non-negative a it is true that {T^a} in 5(b) and b Si a imply {gED, Tf^a}

in 3(b). Precisely then, T is called a Markov time for jx(/), 3(t)} if jx'(/),

Q'(t)} is a Markov process (over (fi', 63', P')) with P(t, x, A) as transition

function, and if g and the process {x'(t)} are conditionally independent rela-

tive to x'(0) whenever g is a random variable depending on the original

process only up to time T. Here Q'(t) is the Borel field generated by sets of

the form {x'(^)£^4 } with 5 not exceeding t and A in 03(X).

1. Lemma 1.1. Let T be countably valued with { T^a} in 3(a). Then Tis a

Markov time for the process {x(t), 3(t)}.

Proof. For each t let 3C(t) be the Borel field consisting of those subsets A

of fi' such that for each real a, An{rgs} is in 3(t+a). Note that 3C(t)

actually is a Borel field and is contained in 03', and that 3C(s) is contained in

3C(i) if 5 is less than t. We shall show that {x'(t), 3C(t)} is a Markov process

with P(t, x, A) as transition function. Let the finite values of T be ax, a2, ■ • •

and let zZ>= { T = at}. If t is non-negative and A is in (S>(X) then

{ x'(t) EA}r\{T i%a} =   U   [ zZiC\ {x(t + ai) £ A } ]

which is in 5(t+a). So x'(t) is 3C(t) measurable. We now must show that if
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0^^/i< • • • <k, and Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bk are in (&(X) then

P{x'(h) E Bu ■ ■ ■ ,x'(th)E Bk\ X(t))

= P{x'(ti) E Blt ■ ■ ■ , x'(tk) £ Bk | x'(t)}

and that the term on the right has the appropriate expression in terms of the

transition function. Let us assume that k = 2 since this case demonstrates all

the essential points of the proof. Let A be in 3C(t) and let M= {x'(ti)EBi,

x'(t2)EB2}. We want to show that

(1.2) j if P(ti-t,x'(t,w),dyi)P(t2-ti,yi,B2)\p'(dco) = P'{bC\M}.

Since the ^Z< are disjoint and their union is A' we are immediately reduced

to showing that for each i

,« ,x     f      If p^ - *> *(' + a<>")»dyy)p(l2 - 'u yu B,)\ P(du)
(1.3) J aPisj Ws, ;

= p{a n i_,ir\M\.
Now A7\^i is in S(t+ai) and

ZnM = ^n {x(ti+a,)EBu x(t2 + a,)EB2}.
i i

Hence the validity of (1.3) is an immediate consequence of the fact that the

original process is Markovian relative to \5(t)} with P(t, x, A) as transition

function. Thus \x'(t), 3C(t)} is a Markov process with P(t, x, A) as transition

function and, since Q'(t) is contained in 3C(t) for each t, the result also holds

for [x'(t), <3'(t)}. Taking t to be 0 in (1.1) we obtain the conditional inde-

pendence relative to x'(0) of \x'(t)} and the Borel field 3C(0) and this proves

that relative tox'(O), \x'(t)} is conditionally independent of any random vari-

able depending on the original process only up to time T.

We pause to make the observation that if A is an open subset of a metric

space X then there is an increasing sequence of bounded continuous functions

whose limit is the characteristic function of A for if p(x) is the distance from

x to the complement of A thenf„(x) =np(x)/l +np(x) is such a sequence. This

fact will be useful in the next proof.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that T is a stopping time, that

P' jlim *'(/ + s) = x'(t)\ = 1

for each t, and that P(t, x, A) has the property (D) mentioned in the prelim-

inaries. Then T is a Markov time for {x(t), ?(/)}.

Proof. Let 3C(t) consist of those subsets A of A' such that for every real a,
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AP\{r<a} is in 3(t+a). {x(t)} is then an increasing family of Borel sub-

fields of 03'. For each raSil define

[k+ 1       k k+1
- if — < T(u) <-,

Tn(o>) = I    2" 2" 2"

oo       if  T(u) =   co

and define {x'(t)} in terms of Tand {xn(t)} in terms of Tn. Tn = oo if and only

if 7"= oo so {x'(t)} and {xn(t)} for each w are defined over (fi', 03', P'). Each

Tn is countably valued, and from the definition of Tn and the fact that T is

a stopping time we have { Tn^a} in 3(a). Thus by Lemma 1.1 each Tn is a

Markov time or more specifically {xn(t), 3Cn(t)} is a Markov process where

3C«(0 consists of the sets A such that Ar\{T„^a} is in ff(/-f-a). From the

definition of Tn it follows that, for every t and n, 3C(t) is a subfield of 3C„(£)

and that 3Cm(t) is a subfield of 3Cn(t) if w is larger than n. Tn approaches T

from above as n—>oo so, from the second hypothesis, P'{limn,M x„(£) = x'(/)}

= 1 for each t. Therefore x'(t) is 3Cn(i) measurable for every n. Now if A is in

03 (X) and a is non-negative then

{x'(t) ea} r\{T <a} =u [{*'(/) £4} n {r< «*„}]
n

where {a„} is any sequence of rationals of the form an = k/2" which increase

too from below. The set on the right is (Jn [{x'(/)£^4 }C\ { Tn^a„} ] and since

x'(t) is 3C„(t) measurable for each n this set is in 3(t+a). Thus x'(t) is 5C(t)

measurable. For the proof that {x'(t), 3C(t)} is Markovian with the right

transition function, instead of showing that (1.2) holds we shall show, equiv-

alently, that if <pi and 4>2 are bounded continuous functions on X and A is

in 3C(t), then

f \J <Pi(yi) {  f 4>2(yi)P(h - h, yu dy,)\ P(h - t, x'(t, co), dyi)\p'(dw)

(1.4)     A       X

=  f <bi(x'(ti, oi))<p2(x'(t2, u))P'(dw).
J A

(That (1.4) implies (1.2) follows for Bx and B2 either open or closed sets from

the remark just preceding the statement of Theorem 1.1 and Lebesgue's

bounded convergence theorem and hence for arbitrary Bi and B2 in 03(X)

from the usual theorem on extension of measures. That (1.2) implies (1.4)

is equally trivial.) Now for each n, (1.4) holds with x' replaced by xn since

{x„(/), 3C„(0 } is a Markov process with P(t, x, A) as transition function and

A is in 3Cn(t). So letting n—»oo and using property (D) and the fact that, for

almost all w in fi', xn(t)—>x'(t), xn(ti)-+x'(t,), i = l, 2, we immediately obtain

the validity of (1.4). The fact that {x'(t), 0C(0 } is Markovian implies that

relative to x'(0), the process  {x'(<)}  is conditionally independent of any
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random variable depending on the original process only up to time T. Thus

the theorem is proved.

We note that the hypothesis immediately preceding (D) in the statement

of Theorem 1.1 will be fulfilled whenever almost all sample functions of

\x(t)} are continuous on the right.

As a trivial application of some of the foregoing results we have a

Zero-one law. Suppose \x(t), 5(t)} has right continuous sample functions,

that x(0) is constant with probability 1, and that condition (D) holds. Then if A

is in S(5) for every 5>0 we have either P{&} =1 or P{A} =0.

Proof. Let T=0. All the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are fulfilled and so

relative to x'(0), 3C(0) and the process {*'(/)} are conditionally independent

where 3C(0) consists of those subsets T of A such that Tf~\ { T<a} is in ff(a).

But x'(0) =x(0) which is a constant so the conditional independence becomes

full independence and {x(t)} = \x'(t)} so A, which is 3C(0) measurable, is

also measurable on the sample space of \x'(t)}. Hence A is independent of

itself so P{AC\A} =P{A}P{a} and PJA} must then be 0 or 1.

Examples relevant to Theorem 1.1. Let \x(t)} be the Poisson process

with the sample functions normalized to be continuous on the left and with

the usual definition of the transition function, and let T(a) be the infimum of

those t for which x(t, co) =1. Then condition (D) is satisfied and T is a stop-

ping time, but T is obviously not a Markov time for the process. Therefore

the right continuity requirement can not be eliminated from the hypotheses

of Theorem 1.1. In §3 we shall consider replacing this right continuity

requirement with more stringent requirements on the stopping time and

transition function. A less reasonable example is obtained by letting {#(<)}

be Brownian motion with x(0) =0 and defining P(t, x, A) as usual unless x = 1

in which case we set P(t, 1, A) = 1 or 0 according to whether 1 is or is not in A.

P{x(t) = 1} =0 for each t, so P(t, x, A) serves perfectly well as a transition

function for this process. If Fis defined as in the first example then once again

T is not a Markov time. In this example (D) is not satisfied.

Remark 1.1. If, to be specific, X = Rn and P(t, x, A) is such that for any

probability distribution Q on X one can construct a process with Q as initial

distribution, with P(t, x, A) as transition function, and with independent

increments then, as one easily verifies, P(t, x, A) must satisfy condition (D).

Moreover under slight additional conditions any separable process arising

from this construction can be normalized in such a way that its sample

functions are right continuous; (see Doob [2, p. 388]). The familiar additive

processes with stationary increments arise in this way and hence it follows

from Theorem 1.1 that for any such process (with sample functions taken to

be right continuous) any stopping time is a Markov time. As we commented

earlier this result was first obtained by Hunt [l ] (and, as he points out, holds

for spaces more general than Rn). We state it here merely for completeness.
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Remark 1.2. One should note that Lemma 1.1 holds without any assump-

tion about X or about P(t, x, ^4) (other than the basic one that X has a Borel

field (S>(X) in terms of which the process and its transition function are de-

fined). Let us assume for the moment merely that X is topological with A3(X)

its topological Borel field. Then the passage from Lemma 1.1 to Theorem 1.1

can be carried out with essentially no change in the proof given above pro-

vided X has the following property: for any n, a finite measure w on (&(Xn) is

determined by a knowledge of fxn4>dir for every bounded continuous function

</>. Any metric space has this property.

Remark 1.3. Suppose {x(t), g(/)} is a Markov process and T' is the first

passage time to a compact set (see the preliminaries). Occasionally one is

interested (see Hunt [2]) in knowing whether 7" = min (T', K) is a Markov

time where K is a positive random variable which is independent of the proc-

ess {x(0}. If 3C denotes the smallest Borel field with respect to which K is

measurable and we let 3(t) be the Borel field generated by Q(/) and 3C, then

we see easily that {x(t), 3(t)} is a Markov process and that T is a stopping

time for this process. Thus the considerations of Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.1

apply to this stopping time. If {x(t), 3(t)} is any Markov process for which

Q is a stopping time and {y(t)} is obtained as a function of the original proc-

ess, say y(t) =g(x(t)), then the considerations of this section apply to Q and

the new process provided that {y(t), 3(t)} is also a Markov process. These

examples indicate the usefulness of the specialization of the usual Markov

process definition which we have adopted.

2. Before proceeding further we must derive certain facts about the be-

havior of Markov process sample functions from hypotheses on the transi-

tion function. For our discussion of sample function behavior, and from now

on in this paper, we shall assume that X is a separable, locally compact Haus-

dorff space. X is then metrizable so the considerations of §1 apply. We select

once and for all any one from among the admissible metrics on X and denote

it by p. For a sequence x„ from X we say that x„—> oo if given any compact

subset Cof X there is an N(C) such that x„£C if n> N(C). A subset A of X

is said to be bounded if it is contained in a compact subset of X. We note

that there is an increasing sequence {.Dn} of compact subsets of X such that

any compact subset of X is contained in all but a finite number of the Dn.

All that is important throughout this section is that (x(/)} be a Markov

process relative to {£(t)}. From now on we shall assume that the Markov

process jx(/)} is separable relative to the compact subsets of X (which we

shall denote by saying merely " {x(t)} is separable.") We select once and for

all a fixed, but otherwise arbitrary, I set satisfying the conditions of the

separability definition and denote it by S. The assumption of separability

imposes no restriction on the transition function of the Markov process in

the sense that given any process {x(2)} in X there is a separable process

{y(t)} such that P{x(t) =y(t)} = 1 for each t. (y(t) may take on values in the

compactification of X although of course P{y(l)EX} =1  for each /.)  If
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\x(t)) is Markovian with P(t, x, A) as transition function it follows that

\y(t)} is also. (To see that such a process \y(t)} exists one has merely to ob-

serve that the proof of this fact given by Doob [2, Theorem 2.4] for the case

in which X is the real line carries over essentially word for word to the case

in which X is merely assumed separable and locally compact.) The results of

the first part of §2 are to a large extent due to Kinney [l]. In particular

Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 below correspond to Kinney's Theorems IV (ii) and

VI (i) although our hypotheses are formally at least a little different than his.

Our proofs of these two theorems are essentially those given by Kinney al-

though they are couched in slightly different terminology. Dynkin [l] also

obtains the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 under hypotheses somewhat stronger

than Kinney's.

We shall now list various conditions, on the transition function and sam-

ple functions, to which we shall later refer:

(E) For every 5>0 and compact subset C of X there is a K(8, C) such

that P(t, x, Px)^l-Kt for every /^0 and x in C (where ZJ= \yEX\p(x, y)

(E') For every 5>0 and compact subset C of X, P(t, x, Ix)—>1 uniformly

in x in C as t—>0.

(E") For every S>0 and x in X, P(t, x, Zj)-»1 as /->0.

(F) There is an r>0 such that supt^r,xo:d„ P(t, x, C)—>0 as ra—>oo when-

ever C is a compact subset of X.

(G) With probability 1 the sample functions have left-hand and right-

hand limits at every value of /; that is, there is a subset A of A with P{A} =1

such that if co is in A and t is any positive number then lim„ j (x(s, co) exists and

Iim„j( x(s, co) exists.

(C) For each t, P {lim8 itx(s) exists} = P {lim8 \t x(s) exists} = 1. In (G)

and (G') by "limits" we mean limits in X. One should note that given a transi-

tion function P(t, x, A), the conditions (E), (E') and (E") do not depend on

p, nor does (F) depend on the particular choice of the increasing sequence

{Dn} of compact sets.

Theorem 2.1. Under condition (F) almost all sample functions are bounded

on any finite t interval.

Proof. If X is compact then all sample functions are, trivially, bounded

so the theorem holds in this case. Otherwise suppose the conclusion is false.

Then there is a t'>0 such that with positive probability the sample func-

tions are unbounded in [0, /']. Hence we can find a S>0 and an interval

[si, s2] in [0, /'] with s2 — si not exceeding the constant r appearing in (F) such

that with probability greater than 8 the sample functions are unbounded in

(si, s2). Let C be a fixed compact subset of X and let Dk be a member of our

increasing sequence of compact sets. Insert in (51, s2) a finite number of points

h< ■ • ■ <tn oi S and define
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ls2    if x(U, co) E Dk for all i 5= n,
T(oi) = <

(smallest value of /,- for which x(U, co) £ Dk, otherwise.

Then T is finitely valued with { T^a} in g(a) and it follows easily (or, if one

likes, is a consequence of Lemma 1.1) that

(2.1) P{x(s2) EC} =   f P(s2 - T(w), x(T(o>),a,),C)P(da).
J a

The right side of (2.1) is

f     P(s2 - T, x(T), C)P(do) +  f     P(s2 - T, x(T), C)P(dci)
{2.2)        J T<S2 J T=s2

g 8kP{x(li) £ Dk for some h} + P{x(ti) £ Dk for all /<}

where 5fc = sup(gr,I£c4 -£*(*, x, C). This estimate does not depend on the num-

ber or position of the points ti in (51, si), so letting n increase and h, ■ ■ ■ , t„

increase to include all of Sr\(si, s2) we have

(2.3) P {x(si) EC} g P {x(t) £ Dk for every t in 5 C\ (slt s2)} + 5k

and by the separability the right side is

(2.4) P{x(t) E Dk for every t in (sh si)} + 8k g 1 - 5 + 8k.

By (F), limi.M 8k = 0, so P{x(s2)EC} 5=1—5 regardless of the choice of com-

pact subset C of X. This is impossible and thus the theorem is proved.

Let us assume for Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, that X is not compact.

If X is compact we delete the now absurd condition (F) and, with obvious

modifications in the proofs, all the results remain valid.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose (E') and (F) hold, that C is a compact subset of X, and

that Pjx(0) £Cj <5. Then given any e>0 and 17 >0 there is a t'(e, v, C) >0 (not

depending on the distribution of x(0)) such that P{sup«r p(x(0), x(t))>v}

<e + 28.

Proof. We can find a strictly positive 77' less than rj such that the set of

points whose distance from C is less than or equal to -n' is compact. Call this

set D. Let 54 = supigr|I£z>j P(t, x, D). By (F) we can pick k large enough that

Dk contains D and 8k<c/3. By (E') we can then select a t' strictly positive

but less than r with the property that P(t, x, Ix"'/2) > 1 — e/3 for every t^t'

and x in Dk. Now insert in the interval (0, t') a finite number of points

h< • • • <(„ of 5 and define

(f    if p(x(0, co), x(tu co)) ^ t)  for all i g n,
T(w) =   <

(smallest value of /< for which p(x(0, co), x(/,-, co)) > r\', otherwise.

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have
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p{p(x(0),x(t')) <^-j

=   f P(t' - T(u), x(T(a>), co), lHl^)P(dco)

(2-5) =   f +   fr ^   +   fr T   +   f^i(0)^c      •/ 1 z(0)£cir<*'A       ^ Ji(0)Gc,T<r ^ i(D)£c,f=r

^5 + — + — + P{p(a;(0), x(h)) ^ ij' for all u}.

Letting (h, ■ ■ ■ , t„) increase to include all of SC\(0, t'), using the separability

and the fact that the left side of (2.5) is greater than (1 — 5)(1 —e/3) we obtain

(2.6) pi sup P(x(0), x(t)) > A  <e+25.

In obtaining (2.6) we have used no knowledge of the distribution of x(0)

other than the fact that P{x(0)EC} <8. Since rj'^V the proof is complete.

Lemma 2.2. If in Lemma 2.1 conditions (E') and (F) are replaced by (E)

the conclusion remains valid.

Proof. Let D and n' he as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. By (E) we can

select a K(r)'/4, D) such that P(t, x, Zj'/4) ^ 1 —Kt for every t and x in D.

Pick t' so small that Kt' <e/3, insert in (0, £') a finite number of points

h< • • • <t„ of 5, and define

(T    if p(z(0, w), *(/,-, co)) ^ 7/72 for all i ^ m,
F(co) =  <

(smallest value of /,• for which p(x(0, co), x(U, of)) > r)'/2, otherwise.

As in the two previous proofs we then have

p{P(x(0),x(t'))Zj}

^ p{x(o) ec}

(2.7) + P<p(x(Q),x(ti)) g ^-for alU,-, z(0) £ c\

+ pix(T)ED,p(x(T),x(t')) > j} + Fi<0) eC,x(T) £Z>}.

The first summand is by hypothesis less than 5 and, since t' — T^t', the third

is less than e/3. The fourth summand is equal to
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n

E P{x(0) EC, x(T) ED,T= ti}
i-l ,

(2.8) g zZp\p(x(U-i), x(ti)) > —, x(ti-i) E d\

^ zZ K(h - li-i) < Kt' < —
i-i 3

where to = 0. The left side of (2.7) is greater than (1 — S)(l— e/3) so letting

(k, ■ ■ ■ , tn) increase to include all of Sf^\(0, t') and using the separability we

obtain

(2.9) P\ sup p(x(0), x(t)) > — \  ^e+28.
{ «c 2)

Since ri//2 <v and no knowledge of the distribution of x(0) has been used the

proof is complete.

Theorem 2.2. If conditions (E') and (F) hold then the process satisfies con-

dition (G).

Proof. Suppose it is not true that almost all sample functions have right

and left hand limits at every value of t. By Theorem 2.1 almost all sample

functions are bounded on finite intervals so the nonexistence of limits is due

to oscillatory behavior. Therefore we can find a t'>0 and e>0 such that

for every co in a set Y of strictly positive probability there is a r(u>) <t' such

that x(t, co) oscillates infinitely often (i.o.) by more than t either as t decreases

to t(co) or as t increases to r(co). Let us select a compact C so large that

YC\{x(t)EC for every t in [0, t'}} has strictly positive probability and such

that the set of points whose distance from C does not exceed e is compact.

(To achieve this it may be necessary to decrease e.) Now select a strictly

positive 5 small enough that if {y(t)} is any separable Markov process with

P(t, x, A) as transition function and y(0) confined to C then P{sup«j p(y(0),

y(0) = e/2} Si 1/2. This is possible by Lemma 2.1. From what we have done

so far it then follows that we can find an interval (a, a+h) contained in [0, t']

and a set A of strictly positive probability such that x(t, co) is in C for every

w in A and t in [0, /'] and such that for every co in A there is a sequence

{s„} from Sf~\(a, v + b) which is either increasing or decreasing and for

which p(x(sn, co), x(s„+i, co))>e for every n. For each n select a subset S„

= (sni< ■ ■ • <5„„) of Sf~\(a, a + 8) such that 5n£5n+i and U„ Sn = Sr\(<r,

a + S). For each k and n with k<n define Ai,„ as follows: co is in A*,„ if there

are points tx<tnfkk<t*t=i • • • Sh<t^k from Sn such that p(x(tt, co),

xQw <o))>e for every i^k. Obviously At,„ is a subset of A*,n+i and if

At = U„ Ajfc,„ then A is a subset of A*. Now fix k and n, set Po = ^m and for

j = 0, • ■ ■ , k — 1 define recursively the random variables
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(Snn if p(x(T,), x(s)) < e/2 for every s £ Sn such that 5 > T,,
T,+i = -\

(smallest 5 £ Sn such that 5 > T, and p(x(T,), x(s)) ^ e/2, otherwise.

Each T, is a finitely valued stopping time and F0(co) < • • • < Tk(u) if co is

in hk.n- Let xk-i(t) =x(t+Tk-i). Then

p|a n A } ^ P{To < ■ ■ ■ < Tk, x(Tt) EC for i g k - l}

~ J/r„<...<Tt_1,       )P< supp(%_i(0), xk-i(t))
U(ri)Gc for i£k-ll       t  «J

(z. 1U)

^ y   I  Zt_i(0) j P(cfco)

1    .
^ — P{ Fo < • • • < Tk-i, x(Ti) E C for i ^ k - 2 ]

and proceeding in this way we find that

pW}s(t)'-
Letting ra—>°o we obtain P{a} = P{AnA*} ^(1/2)*. Since k is arbitrary we

have P{A} =0 and this contradiction proves the theorem.

Remark 2.1. It should be noted that in the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2

we can replace condition (F) by the weaker condition that "almost all sample

functions of {*(/)} are bounded on finite intervals" for, with this replace-

ment, by an adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.1 we can still obtain the

validity of equation (2.10) and this is the critical point in the proof of Theorem

2.2.

Theorem 2.3. If conditions (D), (E") and (G') hold then {x(t)} has no

stationary discontinuities.

Proof. It follows immediately from (E") and (G') that at every value of t

the sample functions are right continuous with probability 1. So suppose

there is a stationary discontinuity at t'>0. Let a(co) =lim,j (. x(t, co) and

&(co) =lim<jc x(t, to). Of course b(of) =x(t', co) for almost all co. Since there is

a stationary discontinuity there are strictly positive e and 5 such that

P{p(a(co), 6(co))>5e} >38. Also'there is a strictly positive r and a set A

withP{A} < 8 such that p(x(t, u>),a (co)) <eandp(x(5,co), c>(co)) < e for every / in

[t'-T, t'), 5 in [t', t'+r] and co not in A. Then P{p(x(t), x(5))>3e| >2S if t

and 5 are as in the preceding sentence. Thus we have

(2.11)  1 - 25 > P[p(x(t), x(s)) g 3e} ^  f P(s - t, x(t, co), Ia\a))P(dcS) - S.
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Let c be any strictly positive number less than r and take sequences of points

5* from [t', t'+r] and tk from [t'—r, t') such that sk — tk = c and such that tk

increases to t' as k—> oo . Then

1 - 5 Si lim inf   I   P(st — /i( x(tk, co), Itt\ai)P(du)

(2.12)

Si   I    lim inf P(c, x(lk, co), /„(<*)) P(dw).
J   fl A—.00

Now Iy is for any e and y an open set and hence by (D) P(t, x, Iy) is lower

semi-continuous in x. Therefore

(2.13) l-8^f P(c, o(«), fi„i)P(do).
J si

This holds regardless of the choice of c and so letting c—>0 we obtain a contra-

diction. Thus the theorem is proved.

Theorem 2.4. If in Theorem 2.3 conditions (D) and (E") are replaced by

(E') the conclusion remains valid.

Proof. From (E') and (G') it follows that at every value of / the sample

functions are right continuous with probability 1. So suppose there is a sta-

tionary discontinuity at t'>0. It follows then, using the notation of the

previous proof, that P{p(x(t), x(s)Si3e} >3h for every I in [t' — r, t') and 5 in

[t', t'+r]. Select a compact set C so large that P{x(t)EC} > 1 — 5 for every

t in [t'—r, /'); (by (G') this can be done although a readjustment of t might

first be necessary). Then by (E') we can select a r'>0 such that P(t, x, ll")

>1—5 for every Kt' and x in C. Then for every t in [t'—r, t') and 5 such

that s — t<r' we have

P{p(x(t), x(s)) < 3ej =   f P(s - I, x(t, co), Ix\t,a))P(dw)
(2.14) J a

> (1 - 8)2 > 1 - 28

which contradicts the third sentence of the proof.

Remark 2.2. One can easily verify that if a process satisfies condition (G)

and has no stationary discontinuities it can then be normalized in such a way

that almost all its sample functions are continuous on the right or in such a

way that almost all its sample functions are continuous on the left. Thus the

theorems of this section provide some information about when such normal-

ization is possible.

3. To simplify the discussion in this section we shall cease, as of now, to

consider the question of whether the new process {x(t + T)J is conditionally

independent of the original one considered up to time T and will concern
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ourselves only with whether the new process is  Markovian relative to

{ 9'W } with the same transition function as the original process.

The example given in §1 of the Poisson process with left-continuous sam-

ple functions imposes some restriction on the weakening of the hypotheses of

Theorem 1.1. For example, it is not enough to assume merely that {x(0}

is separable. To obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 for separable proc-

esses we must assume more about the stopping time and the transition

function. This is the content of Theorem 3.1. Before stating Theorem 3.1 I

make a simple observation which will be useful in its proof: if ir is a finite

measure on (&(X) then an open set A is called a continuity set for ir if 7r(.4)

= ir(A). (A means the closure of A.) Suppose B is a subset of X and Br is

the set of points in X whose distance from B is strictly less than r. If r is not

equal to q then Br — Br and Bq — Bq are disjoint and so ir(Br — Br) =0 for all

but a countable number of values of r. Therefore if B is a closed set we can

find a sequence rn—>0 such that Brn is a continuity set for every ra, so B is the

intersection of a decreasing sequence of continuity sets. Also in a metric space

any open set is the union of a sequence of closed sets, and the sets which are

simultaneously countable unions of closed sets and countable intersections of

open sets form a field which generates (&(X). Therefore if p. is any finite

measure on (R(X) it is determined by its values on the continuity sets of ir.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose {x(t), 5(t)} is separable and (D), (E') and (F)

hold. Suppose T is an almost everywhere finite positive random variable such that

T = lim„^„ Tn where each T„ is a stopping time with P\Tn<T} =1. Then

\x'(t)}(= \x(t+T)}) is a Markov process with P(t, x, A) as transition func-

tion.

Proof. That T is actually a stopping time follows trivially from the fact

that T = limn^„ Tn, but this is of no consequence. For each positive ra and k

define

7+1       j                      7+1
Qk.n(w) =- if — ^ F„(co) <-

Then Qk,„ is for each k, ra countably valued and almost everywhere finite with

{Qk.n^a} in $(a). Now P\Tn<f} =1 and | 7\,-f2*.„| gl/ft so there is an

integer k(n) such that P{Qk,„^T} <l/2" for all k^k(n). Set QkM,n = Qn.

Then the Qn are countably valued and almost everywhere finite with

{C* = a} in $(a) and limn.., Qn = T with probability 1. Also by the Borel-

Cantelli lemma there is, for almost all co, an N(oj) such that Qn(u) <T(co)

if m>7V(co). Now for each ra define \x„(t)} as usual by xn(t) =x(t + Qn). Each

of these processes is separable and, by Lemma 1.1, Markovian with P(t, x, A)

as transition function. Given an e>0 we select R so large that P\T>R}

<e/2. By Theorem 2.1 we can find a compact subset C of X such that

P[x(t)EC for some t^R} <e/2. Then for each ra, P{xn(0)EC} <e. It is

therefore an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1  that PJlim„..„ xn(0)
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= x'(0)} > 1 — e and since e was arbitrary this probability is 1. In exactly the

same way for any finite set Si, ■ ■ ■ , sk of parameter values we consider the

stopping times QH+Si and show that P{limn^M xn(si) =x'(si) for all i^k} =1.

This shows at least that each x'(t) is a random variable. Now the argument

proceeds almost exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Each side of (1.4)

in §1 defines a finite completely additive set function of A and so by the

remark just preceding the statement of Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that

(1.4) holds when A is of the form {x'(.si)£Pi, • • • , x'(sk)EBk} where

Bi, • ■ ■ , Bk are continuity sets for the distributions in X of x'(.?i), • • • , x'(sk)

respectively and 0 ^ 5i < • • ■ <Sk=^t.YetAn={xn(sx)EBx, ■ ■ • ,xn(sk)EBk}.

By Lemma 1.1, (1.4) holds with x' replaced by xn and A replaced by A„. Now

the characteristic function of A„ tends to that of A with probability 1 as

n—>co so passing to the limit as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we obtain the

validity of (1.4). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Once again in Theorem 3.1 as in Theorem 2.2 the hypothesis that (F)

holds can be replaced by "almost all sample functions are bounded on finite

intervals."

The assumption in Theorem 3.1 that T is almost everywhere finite is not

essential. If Tn^Tn+x, P = lim„,00 Tn, and Tn<T on fi', the sets where T

is finite, then one can show that {x'(t)} is a Markov process on (fi', 03', P')

with P(t, x, A) as transition function. In this case the above proof is compli-

cated by the fact that { Pn < °° } 3^ { P< ^ } ■

4. Suppose { Tn} is a sequence of stopping times and T is a stopping time

such that lim,,..,*, Tn = T for almost all co in fi', the set where T is finite. It

is useful in some applications of probability to potential theory to be able to

assert that in this case x(Tn)~^x(T) for almost all co in fi'; (see Hunt [2]).

Therefore one would like to have conditions which guarantee that this asser-

tion is valid. Of course it is always valid if the sample functions are con-

tinuous. We shall concern ourselves chiefly with increasing sequences of stop-

ping times.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose almost all sample functions of {x(t), 3(t)} are right

continuous and (D) and (E) hold. Suppose that the sequence {Tn} is increasing

and that for every 5>0 there is a compact set C(o) such that P{ P„< °o, x(Tn)

£C} <5 for every n. Then lim,,..^ x(Tn) =x(T) for almost all co in fi'.

The last hypothesis will be satisfied if, for example, Tn is the smallest

value of t for which x(t) is distant from a compact set A by less than or equal

to 1/n. This kind of sequence arises in applications.

Proof. Let fin= {P„< °° } and define (x„(/)} over (fi„, 03„, P„) in terms

of Tn. By the right continuity of the sample functions and (D) it follows

from Theorem 1.1 that {xn(t)} is for each n a Markov process with P(t, x, A)

as transition function. Now Pn{x„(0)£C] <Mb where Af=l/P{fi'} and

so  by  Lemma  2.2  given any  e>0  and  n>0 there  is  a t'>0 such  that
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Pn{sup«c p(xn(0), xn(t))>in} <e + 2JH8 for every ra. And so, since A' is a

subset of A„ we have

P' jfi' C\ i sup p(xn(0), xn(t)) > v}\  < Me + M28.

Since Tn increases to T on A' and e and 8 are arbitrary it follows immediately

that P' {A'H {limn<00 x(Tn) =x(T)} } = 1.

The condition that (D) holds can be eliminated from the hypotheses of

Theorem 4.1. This is done by replacing the sequence { T„} by a suitably con-

structed sequence \Qn} of countably valued stopping times and working

with the processes \x(t + Qn)}, to which Lemma 1.1 applies. We shall not

carry this out.

In Theorem 4.2 the hypotheses concerning P(t, x, A) are weakened while

those concerning sample function behavior are for all practical purposes

strengthened. The method of proof differs somewhat from that employed in

Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2. If (D), (E") and (G) hold and the sequence { Tn} is increas-

ing then limn.„o x(T„) =x(T) for almost all co in A'.

Proof. We first need some manipulations with the stopping times: {Tn}

is increasing so it has a limit T' (possibly infinite) and T' = T tor almost all

co in A'. We redefine T to be T'. This changes essentially nothing in the prob-

lem at hand. Now let Dn = { TH = T}. Obviously Dn is a subset of Dn+i- Let R

he some fixed positive number and An= JFn^Zv}. Then An is a subset of

An+i. Let D=\Jn D„ and A = U„ A„ and define

(R+l     if co £ (DU A),

(T(u)       ifco£(DUA)*

(where * denotes complement in A). For each pair k, ra of positive integers

define

'R+l     if co£(D„UAn),

Qkn(co)   =   \j +   I j j +   1
V—r-      if f = r"(a,) < ~T- and « £ (A. U A„)*.

Then each Qk,n is countably valued with {Qk,n^a} in \J(a), although the

verification of this is not quite as simple as in previous cases. This verification

is unenlightening and hence is deferred to the end of the proof of Theorem 4.2.

Proceeding now exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we construct a

sequence \Qn} of countably valued stopping times such that for almost all

w, Qn—*Q and Qn<Q for all ra large enough (how large depending on w). By

(G) and Theorem 2.3 we can normalize \x(t)} so that it has left-continuous

sample functions; that is, we can construct a process  {y(0}  almost all of
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whose sample functions are left-continuous and such that P{x(t) =y(t)} =1

for every t. {y(t), 3(t)} is then a Markov process with the same transition

function as [x(t)}. Now {Qn^a} is in 3(a) so {yn(t)}(= {y(l + Qn)}) is by

Lemma 1.1 Markovian with P(t, x, A) as transition function. From the left-

continuity of the sample functions and the fact that Qn—>Q essentially from

below we conclude, exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that {y(t + Q)} is

Markovian with P(t, x, A) as transition function. Having set up all this

machinery we are now ready to complete the proof: suppose on a subset of fi'

of positive measure x(Tn)-^x(T). The set of nonconvergence must clearly

be a subset of D*. Select R positive and large enough that {x(Tn)-^x(T),

T<R} has positive measure. Define An, Qn, Q etc., as above in terms of this

R. By the assumption of nonconvergence there is a subset A of (A\JD)*f~\Q,'

of positive measure such that x(P„(co), u)-^x(Q(u), co) if co is in A. By (G) it

then follows that for almost all co in A, x(Qn(u), u)-^x(Q(oi), co). (G) also

implies that lim(jo x(t + Q) exists for almost all co. Hence for almost all co in A,

lim,,,,*, x(<2n) ̂ lim(|o x(t + Q), for if the equality held on a subset of A of

positive measure we would have a set of positive measure for which the above

two limits exist and are equal, but where this limit is not x(Q) and this would

violate the separability of the {x(t)} process (unless Q itself takes on values

only in 5 in which case it is countably valued and the whole theorem becomes

trivial). The result of all this is that we can find an e>0, S>0 and t'>0 such

that for every co in a subset B of A with P {B} > 5 we have

pi lim x(QH(a), u),x(t + Q(u), co) J > e,

for every t in (0, /'). Now P{x(<2„) = y(Qn)} =1 for each n so lim,,^ x(Qn)

= lim„,« y(Qn)=y(Q) with probability 1. Also from the way   }y(/)} is con-

structed it follows that p(y(Q), y(t + Q)) >e for every co in B and t in (0, /')

Hence for any t in (0, t') we have

(4.1)       8 < P{P(y(Q), y(Q + t)) Si e} = 1 -  f P(t, y(Q), l'wlQ))P(d»)
J a

and this clearly violates (E"). All that remains now is the verification con-

cerning Qk.n'- to proceed with this fix k, n and consider first

{Qk,n= R+ 1} =  [r»2t 22} U {Tn= T,Tn<R}.

The first set on the right is obviously in 3(R+1). Concerning the second

set on the right, since { Tn<R} is in 3(R + 1) it suffices to show that { T„<T,

Tn<R} is in 3(R + 1). To this end let Yr={Tn<r<T}. Then {Tn<T,

Tn<R} =Urrr, the union being over all rational r<R. Each Tr is in 3(R + 1)

since T„ and T are stopping times so { Tn < T, Tn<R} is in 3(R + 1). Next

consider {Qk.n = (j + l)/k} where of course (j+l)/k <R+l/k. As above
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\ (i 7+1 )        3+1
. t \JT^Tn<J——,Tn<T\        ifJ-—^R,

I      _ j• +1\     I I k k ) k
je*.n-—j-

<— ^ F„ < R, Tn < T\ if — < R <-
. ( k ) k K

and in either case an argument similar to the one above shows that each set

on the right is in 5(j+l/k). Thus the proof of Theorem 4.2 is complete.

Remark 4.1. If we assume that almost all sample functions of {x(0}

are right-continuous then the question of whether x(Tn)—*x(T) for \Tn} an

arbitrary sequence of stopping times can be reduced to a question concerning

an increasing sequence as follows: suppose F„—>F on A'. Define T'

= lim infB_M Tn. Then T' is a stopping time and T' = T on A'. Let Kn

= min (Fn, T'). K„ is obviously a stopping time. Now define recursively

Qi = inf Kn = min Kn,
« n

if ZCp(co) ̂ Qn-i(o>) for every p,
I (co)

where for fixed co the infimum is taken over
Qn(o) =   inf Kv(w) = min Kp(co)

p v allp such that Kv(co) > Qn-i(ce), otherwise.

From the definition of T' and Kn it follows that Kn—>F' from below and

hence the infima in the above definitions are always attained. It can be shown,

with some labor, that for each w, Q„ is a stopping time. Also Qn^Qn+i and

Qn^T'. From the right-continuity of the sample functions it follows that if

for some co in A', x(Tn(co), co)-r->-x(T(co), co) then x(Qn(co), co)-++x(T(co), co) and

hence if lim,,..,, x(Qn) =x(T) for almost co in A' then limn.M x(T„) =x(T) ior

almost all co in A'.

5. In this section we consider the question of whether a Markov process

stopped at time T yields a Markov process. That is, if {x(<)} is a Markov

process, T is a stopping time and \y(t)} is defined by

tx(t,u) ifl<T(co),
y(t, co) =   <

\x(T(co),co) ift^T(co)

we ask whether \y(t)} is also a Markov process. Of course it is not reasonable

to expect the stopped process to have the same transition function as the

original process. For T an arbitrary stopping time it is not true in general

that }y(0| is Markovian as the following example indicates: let the space

consist of 2 points a and b, let \xn] be a Markov chain with transition

P(l, a, a)=P(l, a, b)=P(l, b, a)=P(l, b, J) = 1/2 and with P{x0=a}

= P\Xo = b} =1/2, and let T be the second time that xn = b. If {y„} is the

stopped process then P{y2 = a\yi = b} =1/4 while P\y2 = a\yi = b, yo = b} =0

so the stopped process is not Markovian. In view of this we shall restrict our

attention to the case in which T is the first passage time to a set E, that is
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T(u)= inf {t\x(t,o})EE} or P(co) = °o if for all/ x(t, «)££.

For Theorem 5.1 we make the following assumptions: P(t, x, A) is a transi-

tion function satisfying (D) and such that for any probability distribution p

on (S>(X) there is a Markov process {x.,(t)} with right continuous paths, initial

distribution p and P(t, x, A) as transition function, r will denote the measure

which puts mass 1 at a point r in X. 9„(a) denotes the smallest Bor<d field

with respect to which x„(/) is measurable for each t not exceeding a. Let E be

a fixed subset of X and define T» as the first passage time to E of {x,,(t)}. We

also assume that for each p, { T„<a} is in Qu(a). Let pr be the probability

that Pr = 0. By the zero-one law pr is either 0 or 1. For any p the set of points

r where pT is 1 differs from a set in (S>(X) by a set of p measure 0. Now let

{x(t)} be a Markov process in the usual sense (that is relative to {8(0})

with right continuous paths and P(t, x, A) as transition function, let T be

the first passage time to E and let {y(t)} be the stopped process.

Theorem 5.1. {y(t), 9(/+)} is a Markov process.

Proof. We first note that since (D) and the right continuity hold it fol-

lows from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that {x(/), 9(/+)} is a Markov process.

For each n define Tn as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and let {yn(t)} be {x(t)}

stopped at Tn. One verifies easily that yn(t) is 9(0 measurable. By the right

continuity of the sample functions yn(t)—*y(t) as «—>oo so y(t) is g(/) meas-

urable. Suppose now B is in (&(X) and 5 is less than t. We want to show that

there is a version of P{y(/)£P| 9(5 + )} which is a function of y(s) only. Let

C={r\pr = l}, let Q be s plus the first passage time to E of the process

{x'(q) =x(q+s)} and define this conditional probability as follows:

,-       /(«) = Xvoesnc

+ Xvw$c[P{x(t)EB,Q>t\x(s)}+P{x(Q)E B,Q£t\x(s)}]

where Xr denotes the characteristic function of a set Y. From the definition

of C it follows that {y(s)£C| and { P^s} differ by at most a set of proba-

bility 0. We also note that the right side of (5.1) is measurable with respect

to the completion of the Borel field induced by y(s) and that the sets {x(t) EB,

Q>t} and {x(Q)EB, Q^t} are measurable on the sample space of the

process {x'(q)}. We want to show that if A is in 9(s+) then

(5.2) f/(co)P(rfco) = P{AA {y(l)EB}}.
J A

We break up the left and right sides into

f /(co)P(Jco) +   f /(co)P(cfco)
(5.3) ^Anirg.l «/An[r>«l

= P{An{T^s}n {y(t)EB}} +P{Ar\{T>s}f\ {y(t)EB}}.
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The first terms on each side of (5.3) are equal so it remains only to show

that the second terms are equal. We write the second term of the left side as

(5.4) f [P{x(t)EB,Q>t\x(s)}+P{x(Q)EB,Q^t\x(s)}]P(do>).

The range of integration is a set in 9(^ + ) so (5-4) becomes

(5.5) P{x(t)EB,Q> t,T> s,A} +P{x(Q)EB,Qgtt,T> s,A}.

Q is equal to Tit Fexceeds 5 so (5.5) is F{APy{ T>s}r\[y(t)EB} } which is

the second term on the right of (5.3). So (5.3) holds and the theorem is proved.

If E is an open set then {T„<a} =\Jt {xu(t)EE}, the union being over the

rational values of t strictly less than a, and thus { Tu <a} is in S„(a). Hunt [2 ]

gives a thorough discussion of the measurability assumptions about the first

passage time to an arbitrary analytic set.

When E is a closed set the situation is simpler. In this case we assume

merely that \x(t)} is a Markov process (no time-homogeneity, no transition

function) with right continuous paths and with the additional property that

if {Tn} is an increasing sequence of stopping times whose limit is T then

x(Tn)—*x(T) lor almost all co in the set where T is finite. Now let En he the

set of points whose distance from E is strictly less than 1/ra, let Tn he the first

passage time to £„and F = lim„.00 Tn. Since { Tn<a} is in g(a) so is { T<a},

and from the fact that x(T„)—*x(T) it follows that T is the first passage time

to E. By the right continuity of the paths and the fact that E is closed we

have {T^a} = { F<a}U {x(a)£E} so { T^a} is in 9(a) and y(s) is in E

il and only if s^T. Now in the right side of (5.1) replace C by E and in (5.2)

assume that A is in 9(5). Then AD { F>5J is in 9(5) and the validity of (5.3)

follows from that fact that |x(<)} is Markovian and that \x(t)EB, Q>t}

and \x(Q)EB, Q^t} are measurable on the sample space of the x(q) for

q^s. Thus we have shown that if E is closed then \y(t), 9(0} is a Markov

process. Even in the case where E is an open set the simpler assumptions of

this paragraph are not sufficient to imply that the stopped process is Markov-

ian, for one can easily construct a Markov process with continuous paths

and a T which is the first passage time to an open set such that the process

stopped at time T is not a Markov process.
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